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Abstract

Summary: The program General Codon Usage Analysis
(GCUA) has been developed for analysing codon and amino
acid usage patterns.
Availability: ftp://ftp.nhm.ac.uk/pub/gcua. Freely available
for academic use, commercial users should contact the
author.
Contact: J.McInerney@nhm.ac.uk

The analysis of codon usage patterns can be traced back to
when the first molecular sequence databases were being col-
lated (Grantham et al., 1981). Since then, a great many differ-
ent causes and consequences of codon usage variation have
been identified [see Sharp et al. (1993) for a review]. Amino
acid usage also varies between proteins and this variation has
also been shown to correlate with the properties of the pro-
teins (Lobry and Gautier, 1994). Codon usage data are used
as a guide to direct back-translation of protein sequences to
their probable DNA sequences, to identify protein-coding
regions of DNA (Fickett, 1982) and to identify regions that
probably do not encode a protein (Lloyd and Sharp, 1993).
In Escherichia coli, an analysis of codon usage patterns was
used to compartmentalize open reading frames into three
classes, based on expression levels and recentness of acquisi-
tion by the genome (Médigue et al., 1991).

A program (GCUA) has been developed for analysing
codon and amino acid usage patterns. The program was
written using a standard subset of the ANSI C programming
language. The interface is composed of a hierarchical menu-
driven system, quite similar to ClustalW (Thompson et al.,
1994).

GCUA requires a dataset in FastA format (Pearson and
Lipman, 1988). The datafile may contain one or more DNA
sequences with the first nucleotide corresponding to the first
site of a codon triplet. It is assumed that all sequences in the
dataset are to be used in the analysis.

Codon and amino acid usage data are collected for all the
sequences in the datasets, and data for each individual
sequence can be printed either to the screen or to a file.
Codon usage values are described either in terms of N, the
number of times the codon is observed, or RSCU, the relative
synonymous codon usage value. RSCU values are a reflec-
tion of how often a particular codon is used relative to the

expected number of times that codon would be used in the
absence of codon usage bias. Amino acid usage is expressed
in terms of the percentage contribution made by each amino
acid. The base composition of the dataset can also be ana-
lysed for different codon positions, including the base com-
position at the third position of codons for which there is a
synonymous alternative.

In order to evaluate codon and amino acid usage variation,
multivariate analysis options are available. Correspondence
analysis (CA) (Greenacre, 1984) is the most popular and
appropriate multivariate analysis method for contingency
table data such as codon usage values. The program also has
some principal components analysis (PCA) methods
implemented for comparative purposes. CA can identify the
major sources of variation in the dataset. The output from a
CA can be used to evaluate other aspects of the genes, such
as base composition, expressivity, aromaticity, location on
the genome, etc. In the event that the user wishes to perform
a more in-depth multivariate analysis, there is an option of
writing the data to disk in ADE-compatible format (Thiou-
louse et al., 1997).

A distance measure has also been incorporated into the
program. The distance measure, based on the differences in
RSCU values, is given in equation (1).
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where n is the number of synonymously degenerate codons
for that particular genetic code, ji  represents codon i on se-
quence j, and ki represents codon i on sequence k. This dis-
tance metric is not based on a substitution model, rather it
groups the sequences together on the basis of similarity of
RSCU values. A hierarchical tree-like representation of these
data can be produced using either the FITCH, KITCH or
NEIGHBOR programs from the PHYLIP package (Felsens-
tein, 1993), or can be imported into PAUP*v4.0 (Swofford,
1993).

The program is available at ftp://ftp.nhm.ac.uk/pub/gcua
and is freely available for academic use; commercial users
should contact the author.
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